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Subject: My Request for Electronic Deposit of Pay

Body:

This is the pay period for which you predicted that, based on past experience, my electronic deposit of pay 

should begin.I checked my bank balance electronically on Friday, Saturday and again on Sunday, and it didn't 

happen. (The balance is $2.85.)Would you please call the payroll folks as soon as you get a chance this 

morning, and find out if they mailed me a check again (since I know for a fact that my e-deposit did not 

occur)??? Knowing that my check is "in the mail" and on the way would give me great peace of mind this 

morning.My rent is due Tuesday, and my wife arrives for a visit on Friday. IF (REPEAT, IF) neither has occurred, 

i.e., no electronic deposit and no check in the mail either, calling this morning to Kansas City would give all of 

us one half day longer to do the damage control. If there is a problem, I must have a check in my hand by 

Thursday at the latest (my last day of work before leave). I won't be in the building Tuesday to attend to this 

problem, if there is one, which is why I am sending you this note to read early Monday morning. If, as I 

suspect, the e-deposit is just one pay period late getting started and you confirm I have a check in the mail as 

in the past, then no problem! However, my fear is that they sent my pay electronically and somehow it didn't 

arrive at my bank. If that happened, then I will need your help to squasre the problem away immediately in 

order to ensure that I get paid before COB Thursday.Thanks...your worried associate, Doug. Please let me 

know soonest what Kansas City says when you call them.
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